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Cornwall Council Permit Scheme Consultation Responses 

Stakeholder Issue Action Response 

Openreach 4.1.1 - We do not believe ‘Requires any form of 

temporary traffic control as defined in the CoP’ should 

be included. The Streetworks industry has 

acknowledged that this has no basis in legislation and 

therefore it's due to be removed from the Co-ordination 

CoP in the next revision. We appreciate that at present 

it is still included and therefore we need to 

notice/permit these works but in order for you to 

future-proof your scheme we suggest this is removed. 

Agree to amend Removed the requirement for ‘temporary traffic 

control’ 

Openreach 5.1 All works must take place outside of traffic sensitive 

times – Does this only refer to the works specified in 

5.1.2 or does it also apply to the works in 5.1.1? 

Openreach believe this is unreasonable; there may be 

circumstances where it wouldn’t be safe to complete 

these works outside of normal hours or Cornwall could 

choose to apply 24 hour designations so we wouldn’t be 

able to complete the works. This also fails to take into 

account works in the footway, which would have no 

impact on traffic flows. 

Agree to amend  This only relates to works specified in section 5.1.2 and 

where there would be a conflict with traffic flows.   

Openreach Openreach request that Authorities present Permit draft 

charges on a monthly basis and in Excel spreadsheet 

format, as the charges need to be uploaded to our 

system as a .csv file. Openreach are not able to convert 

PDF format into Excel spreadsheet or .csv format. 

Production of charges in Excel format will enable us to 

No Action Cornwall Council will send monthly drafts in advance of 

the full invoice being raised.  
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process these charges in a timely manner. 

Openreach Para 3.3 of the DfT Advice Note for local highway 

authorities developing new or varying existing permit 

schemes states “unless there is a very strong benefit 

case otherwise; it is strongly recommended that permit 

fees are only applied to the more strategically 

significant roads: Category 1, 2 roads and Traffic 

Sensitive Street roads. This will mean that although 

permits would still be required for works on non-

strategic routes, it should be very unlikely that these 

works would attract a permit fee. These permit 

applications would receive only ‘notice’ equivalent 

treatment by the authority.” 

 

Cornwall’s Cost Benefit analysis advises that in addition 

to the 5.5 full time equivalent employees an additional 9 

full time equivalent employees will be required to 

administer permit applications. Only 53% of works are 

on strategically significant streets, therefore if Cornwall 

followed the Statutory Guidance for Permit Schemes far 

fewer employees would be required so it would not be 

necessary for you to charge fees on non-strategically 

significant streets. 

 

As a balanced view Openreach would support higher 

fees on strategically significant streets i.e. cat 0 -2 and 

traffic sensitive streets if this will help the authority 

cover the costs of running a permit scheme. 

No Action As per the DFT Statutory guidance 1.21 “’it is most 

likely that schemes will apply to 100% of the network 

with fees discounted on lower priority roads’ 

 

Cornwall Council has the power to control activities, 

including its own on all streets and believes that 

activities on type 3 & 4 roads are just as important to 

the roads users as those on 0, 1 and 2. The application 

of a permit scheme and the tasks associated with that 

should be cost neutral. Regulation 30 provides the PA 

with the power to charge for permits. The DfT permit 

fee matrix has been used to determine the allowable 

costs and therefore the permit fee by works type and 

road category. The annual evaluations will determine 

whether the costs of running a scheme have been 

covered and fees may be adjusted either up or down to 

ensure the scheme remains cost neutral. 

 

Network Rail 7.3 Early Start 

7.3.1 A promoter may request an early start before or 

after applying for a Provisional Advance Authorisation 

or a Permit application, as appropriate. Where an early 

start is agreed (in writing) after the Permit has been 

issued, the promoter must submit a variation to the 

No Action This would be via the Electronic Permit System 
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Permit, or in the case of a Provisional Advance 

Authorisation include the revised dates on the 

application for the Permit. 

What constitutes in writing, is this by return comment 

or email? 

Network Rail 10.5 Notification to interested parties 

10.5.1 Where the NSG indicates there are other 

interested parties Works Promoters are required to 

copy their applications to any authority, statutory 

undertaker or other relevant body that has requested to 

see notices or permit applications on certain streets. 

10.5.2 Promoters are required to check whether any 

parties have registered such an interest prior to 

submitting an application for a Permit or PAA. 

10.5.3 Where these recipients do not have access to an 

electronic system to receive the application, or other 

information contained in the application, information 

should be given by an agreed alternative method, such 

as email. 

Agree to amend Section 10.5.3 will be included 

Network Rail 10.6 Consultation requirements 

Work Promoters must carry out the necessary 

consultations as set down in Sections 88, 89 and 93 (as 

amended) and Sections 90 and 91 of the NRSWA. 

 

Explanation  

Network Rail have expressed Areas of Interest on the 

NSG, and where Network Rail have expressed Areas of 

Interest on the NSG, prior consultation is required. 

Consultation requirements:- 

Where this is in relation to a Network Rail asset bridge 

or Level crossing consultation is required at least one 

month in advance (further in advance if possible) of 

serving the initial PAA or Permit Application. (As written 

in the Safety at Street Works and Road Works code of 

No Action Cornwall Council would expect the works promoters 

would provide this information as part of the PAA or 

Permit Application.  
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practice, red book)  

Network Rail suggests the result of the consultation is 

provided to the Permit Authority, or at least 

acknowledgement that the consultation has concluded. 

Virgin Media 1.0 Virgin Media are disappointed that the Cornwall 

Council permit scheme and associated fees will apply to 

all classification of roads.  Virgin Media requests that 

Cornwall Council grant permits for category 3 and 4 

roads by default and for those permits to be at zero fee 

levels. 

No Action As per the DFT Statutory guidance 1.21 “’it is most 

likely that schemes will apply to 100% of the network 

with fees discounted on lower priority roads’ 

 

Cornwall Council has the power to control activities, 

including its own on all streets and believes that 

activities on type 3 & 4 roads are just as important to 

the roads users as those on 0, 1 and 2. The application 

of a permit scheme and the tasks associated with that 

should be cost neutral. Regulation 30 provides the PA 

with the power to charge for permits. The DfT permit 

fee matrix has been used to determine the allowable 

costs and therefore the permit fee by works type and 

road category. The annual evaluations will determine 

whether the costs of running a scheme have been 

covered and fees may be adjusted either up or down to 

ensure the scheme remains cost neutral. 

 

Virgin Media 2.2 Virgin Media agrees with the key factors highlighted 

regarding better planning, scheduling and management 

of activities to minimise disruption to any road user or 

pavement user. Virgin Media agrees that an overall 

drive to further improve the timing and duration of 

works to minimise disruption, where safe and practical 

to do so is a good thing however cannot see how a safer 

environment will be promoted as a permit scheme does 

not relate to section 65 of NRSWA.  Virgin Media believe 

the current co-ordination process allows for the key 

factors without the need for a permit scheme.  Virgin 

Media already promote improvements to timing and 

Agree to amend Environment will be removed 
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duration of works and there are many examples of 

innovation in working practices that have resulted in 

reduced occupation of the highway – advanced 

planning, use of minimum-dig technology and shared or 

sequential occupation of the carriageway etc. 

Virgin Media 4.1.1 Virgin Media would advise the removal of point 3 

‘temporary traffic control’.  The HAUC UK Advice Note 

2017/03 explains that provision of temporary traffic 

control is not in itself a registerable activity, as it is not 

included in the 2007 Regulations (SI 1951). 

Agree to amend Cornwall Council will remove this section 

Virgin Media 4.2 - Virgin Media acknowledges that Cornwall Council 

will demonstrate parity treatment between Highway 

Authority and Statutory Undertakers. 

No Action  

Virgin Media 5.1.2 Virgin Media acknowledge replacing chamber 

covers do not require a permit and would like to add 

lifting chamber covers to enable cable pulling/surveying.  

Virgin Media would like to ask why a pot hole repair is 

exempt from requiring a permit as it is our 

interpretation that this activity should be a registered 

activity and therefore requires a permit.     

No Action If the works comply to Section 5.1.1 or 5.1.2 they will 

not require a Permit.  All other activities would require 

a Permit 

 

The Cornwall Council permit Scheme will concentrate 

on works that have the biggest impact on our Network.  

Not all potholes require registration, those that do will 

require a Permit in accordance with regulations.   

Virgin Media 6.3.4 Virgin Media acknowledges that when applications 

involve several permits they may be discounted where 

the applications are submitted together. 

No Action  

Virgin Media 6.4.2 Virgin Media would like mention and allowance be 

given to exempt signage for example ‘slippery surface’ 

signs for interim material as per the SROH. 

No Action This would not be classed as a ‘registerable activity’ 

therefore it would not require  permit 

Virgin Media 6.4.3 Virgin Media believes that this may not always be 

possible with regard to immediate works. 

No Action This section follows the guidance in section 3.10 of the 

Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit 

Schemes, October 2015 

Virgin Media 6.6.1 Virgin Media believes that if third party damage or 

another incident has occurred it should not be wholly 

down to the promotor to notify the authority for 

example if the authority is the cause of the delay. In the 

No Action Cornwall Council will deal with each situation on a case 

by case basis but believe that ultimately it is the works 

promoters responsibility to ensure accurate and 

updated information is relayed to the Authority 
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case of a major incident the authority should contact 

the utility to agree a way forward for example if a 

permit needs revoking due to a health and safety issue.   

Virgin Media 6.6.3 Virgin Media would like to highlight that if a 

permit is revoked due to an incident beyond its control 

we would not expect to pay for the current or future 

permit. 

No Action Section 17.2.4 - Cornwall Council as the Permit 

Authority retains the option to waive or reduce fees at 

its discretion. 

Virgin Media 6.7.2 Virgin Media believe that this is not a legislative 

requirement and question the appropriateness of the 

word ‘should’. 

No Action ‘Should’ is not mandatory but more of a 

recommendation.  It would assist in cross boundary 

coordination if the same project reference could be 

given, however, we recognise that this is not a 

legislative requirement.  

Virgin Media 7.5 Virgin Media would like immediate activities to be 

included as an exception in this scenario. 

No Action Works promoters shall submit an application for a 

Permit within two hours of beginning works. If work 

starts outside of working hours, an application for a 

Permit must be submitted by 10am the next working 

day.  No action will be taken as long as Permits are 

received within these timescale.    

Virgin Media 12.5 & 12.5.2 Virgin Media would like to highlight that 

this is not a mandatory requirement as per the national 

guidance for the operation of permit schemes.  The use 

of “must “here is incorrect. 12.5.2 This statement is also 

incorrect and should be reworded. 

Agree to amend There will be occasions where Cornwall Council will 

request illustrations but agree it is not a ‘must’ and will 

amend 

Virgin Media 13.2 Virgin Media acknowledges that Cornwall Council 

will adopt nationally agreed conditions text. 

No Action  

Virgin Media 15.2.2 Virgin Media would like clarification as 

extensions are sometimes needed given exceptional 

circumstances. 

No Action Cornwall Council would expect that a duration 

extension request would be received in accordance 

with Section 10.7.  Failure to do so may result in 

Section 74 overrun charges.  

Virgin Media 15.8 Virgin Media acknowledges this section, but would 

like reference to telecoms, out of service, blockages etc 

to be added into this section as Virgin Media and other 

utilities have time scales to meet. 

Virgin Media acknowledges that we will use best 

No Action  
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endeavours to keep you informed of any additional 

excavations whilst works take place. Where there is 

several blockages/ fault that has been identified there 

may be a number of excavations which need to take 

place. It is not practical every time to contact the permit 

authority in every instance of every location if in the 

same street. 

Virgin Media 17.2, 17.2.3 & 17.3 Virgin Media acknowledge maximum 

fees are not being proposed for PAA, Immediate,  Minor 

Activity or permit variation however Standard activity is 

above the maximum amount and Major activity <10 

days is above in accordance with the national permit 

conditions. 

Virgin Media acknowledges the possible 30% discount of 

fee’s, but asks if consideration for broadband 

infrastructure projects that would provide an economic 

benefit to the area be included in this appendix. 

Agree to amend Cornwall Council has reviewed the proposed Fees and 

has revised the Fee Matrix to align with the Statutory 

Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes. 

 

No discount other than that already stated will be 

given to broadband infrastructure projects.  

Virgin Media 19.2 Virgin Media believes any dispute of a permit 

should be resolved locally as works cannot be delayed, 

due to waiting for dispute review from South West Hauc 

/ Hauc, as most work is customer led and time scales to 

be met. 

No Action Comments Noted 

Virgin Media 20.1 Virgin Media would like to clarify how will the 

register be made electronically available to promotors? 

No Action Currently all current and future works are available to 

view on One.network.  Historical data can be viewed at 

the Council offices between 0900 and 1630 hours, 

Monday to Friday by appointment.     

Virgin Media 21.1.7 Virgin Media acknowledges and appreciates the 

suspension of FPN’s for the first month of operating the 

scheme to allow a settling in period. 

No Action  

Virgin Media Virgin Media are disappointed that Cornwall Council are 

charging fees on all roads within their proposed permit 

scheme. 

No Action Comments Noted 

Virgin Media Virgin Media notes that the proposed start date of the 

New Permit Scheme could be March 1st 2020 however 

No Action The start dates will be the 1
st

 March 2020 as per our 

legal order. 
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as recently discussed at HAUC could the start date not 

be a weekend or Monday due to technical practicalities. 

First Bus Service My comment is quite simple with regards to roadworks 

and other Highway events. Could you please ensure that 

this is not simply a ‘paper exercise’ of informing us of 

road closures etc, but that you actively consult and work 

with us to allow us to continue to maintain our bus 

services during any works or closures. 

Our current contact with your Transport Coordination 

Service is very good, but despite their best efforts to 

allow us access to maintain service through works, quite 

often the contractors simply say no and will not allow 

any access. This then causes major disruption to services 

and often entails lengthy diversions and inconvenience 

to service users. I trust that you will ensure the new 

scheme ensures contractors pay more attention to 

allowing us to maintain service 

No Action Comments Noted 

WPD 1.0 The start date of the permit scheme is not stated in 

the scheme document. This is needed to help plan for 

implementation, given that transition to the DfT Street 

Manager System is expected to 

occur for the 1st April 2020. 

Agree to amend Date to be included 

WPD 2.0 It is not clear how Cornwall Council intends to 

measure the success of the permit scheme against 

the objectives listed throughout 2, or what the current 

situation is for these objectives to establish a 

baseline for progress to be evaluated against. 

No Action Cornwall Council intends to use the Key Performance 

Indicators as outlined in the Statutory Guidance for 

Highway Authority Permit Schemes, October 2015.  

This will be reflected in the annual permit evaluation 

report 

WPD 2.2 The objectives and benefits set out here will need to 

be reflected in the annual permit evaluation reports to 

demonstrate that the permit scheme has provided these 

benefits over and above the existing noticing regime. 

No Action Comments Noted 

WPD 4.1.1 The activities defined in this section are not 

mirrored in their entirety in Regulations or Primary 

Legislation. Therefore it may be sensible to refer to the 

Agree to amend Removed the requirement for ‘temporary traffic 

control’ 
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Co-ordination Code of Practice or the DfT 

Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit 

Schemes for guidance on works that require a 

permit, rather than creating a list here that may be 

outdated. 

WPD 5.1.2 The activities defined in this section are not 

mirrored in their entirety in Regulations or Primary 

Legislation. Therefore it may be sensible to refer to the 

Co-ordination Code of Practice or the DfT 

Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit 

Schemes for guidance on works that require a 

permit, rather than creating a list here that may be 

outdated 

No Action The additional exemptions are ones that Cornwall 

Council have imposed to try and assist works 

promoters in carrying out short duration works 

without the requirement to Permit. It also means that 

Cornwall Council as the Permit Authority can 

concentrate on the schemes that will have a greater 

effect on our Network.   

WPD 6.4.3 The use of “must” is not correct, as it is not always 

known at the time of application. 

Agree to amend ‘Must’ to be changed to ‘Should’ 

WPD 6.5 Works that cross at a junction would not necessarily 

require a permit for the crossed road, in the same way 

as current practice under noticing legislation. 

No Action A Permit will be required for each USRN being worked 

on. Cornwall Council is however, happy not to receive 

Permit requests for traffic light heads.  

WPD 6.6.3 Subject to engineering feasibility – i.e. it is not 

always safe or in line with electrical engineering 

policy to reinstate over electrical joints before a certain 

point. 

No Action Cornwall Council is aware that there will be certain 

circumstances whereby this cannot be achieved and 

will discuss this with the works promoter on a case by 

case basis.  

WPD 6.7 Subject to system functionality. No Action  

WPD 6.8 As the arrangements for collaborative working is not 

covered in the permit regulations, the “must” would be 

more appropriate as a “should” (6.8.2, 6.8.4, 6.8.5). 

Agree to amend ‘Must’ will be amended to ‘Should’ 

WPD 7.2.1 Validity periods can be used in these 

circumstances, so this should be reflected here. There is 

the ability to start after the proposed start date on 0,1,2 

TS Streets, and the validity window all 

streets covered by permits will be now explained in a 

new Chapter 9 (Validity) of the Code of 

Practice for Coordination. Street Manager is to be 

designed to support the use of validity periods in 

No Action This section follows the guidance in section 10 of the 

Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit 

Schemes, October 2015 
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an improved way to that in EToN. 

WPD 7.3.2 The use of “must” is not correct as this is not 

covered in the permit regulations. 

Agree to amend ‘Must’ will be amended to ‘Should’ 

WPD 8.2.2 Permit application times are a minimum period set 

out in the DfT Statutory Guidance, and this includes the 

response times for Cornwall Council to respond to a 

permit set out. Both of these need 

to be adhered to otherwise permit applications will 

have deemed to have been granted (as per 

Permit Regulation 16(3)). 

No Action Comments Noted 

WPD 10.1.2 The temporary traffic signal application would 

usually be submitted with the Permit Application and 

not at the PAA stage. The timeframes to assess the 

permit should include the assessment of the proposed 

traffic management, as this is included in the service 

provided by Cornwall Council that the permit fee is 

designed to cover. 

Agree to amend   

WPD 11.0 & 12.0 Throughout these sections “must” has been 

used where the correct term is “should”. If a works 

promoter does not provide adequate information then 

the Permit Authority can then refuse that permit. Please 

amend the scheme to reflect the wording in the 

Statutory Guidance for Permit Schemes issued by the 

DfT, and the HAUC(England) Guidance. This comment 

relates to 11.2.1, 11.2.2, 12.2.1, 12.2.2, 12.3.1, 12.3.2, 

12.3.3, 12.4.1, 12.4.2, 12.5.1, 12.5.2 (may), 12.6, 12.7.1, 

12.8.3, 12.9.1 as only requirements that are explicit in 

legislation can be a “must” and therefore enforceable 

in law. 

Agree to amend ‘Must’ will be amended to ‘Should’ 

WPD 10.10.2 Typo – should be 12.10.2 Agree to amend  

WPD 13.1.3 This should be the nationally agreed permit 

condition text, and should be referred to as such. 

This implies a separate text for Cornwall. 

No Action  Section 13.2 states that Cornwall Council will adopt the 

National Conditions as referenced in the 2015 

Regulations  

WPD 13.1.4 The DfT has defined conditions that can be No Action Comments Noted 
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applied to all permits (NCT1A/B and NCT11A) and 

has made it clear that all other permit conditions should 

only be applied on a case by case basis following the 

assessment of the works. We would not expect to see a 

list of conditions that Cornwall expects to see on all 

permits that differs from the national agreement. 

WPD 13.1.5 The promoter should ensure that the conditions 

of the permit are met on site, however it is their 

responsibility to inform their workforce of the 

requirements and it is not an enforceable 

requirement to have a copy of the permit for inspection 

by the Permit Authority. Please ensure the 

costs of any inspections are not included in the 

calculations for the permit fees. 

Agree to amend Inspections have not been calculated within the permit 

fees.  

WPD 13.3.1 The use of “must” is not appropriate. Regarding 

the warning for immediate activity on 

designated streets, please can you provide further 

details as to the way this will be presented on the 

ASD, and how the contact should take place? We will 

endeavour to support this request, however 

please note that this is not enforceable through 

penalties. Please clarify how this requirement will be 

managed out of normal working hours, and whether it is 

for all immediate activities, or just those 

requiring active traffic control and what action the 

Authority will take on receipt of this information. 

Agree to amend ‘Must’ will be amended to ‘Should’ 

 

The Sensitive streets are already included on the NSG, 

if we would like contact prior to works taking place we 

will include this on the NSG as a special designation.  

Whilst we understand that some immediate works 

would need to take place during traffic sensitive times 

we would also like the ability to discuss the best way of 

working to reduce Network disruption as much as is 

practicable. This would only apply to activities using 

active traffic control.  

WPD 13.3.3 The use of “must” is not appropriate. Please 

provide further information to substantiate this 

section, including where in legislation it is a requirement 

that “the Promoter must demonstrate 

conclusively that it is”. There is a difference whether the 

works are emergency or urgent. We would 

generally use “Immediate Urgent” and the works 

description provides the justification for this works 

No Action ‘Must’ will be amended to ‘Should’ 
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category and should be adequate, as it has been under 

noticing. 

WPD 15.8.2 Please clarify if this process, which is not in 

regulation, is required in all circumstances as in 

practice it is not always needed. The use of “must” is 

not appropriate. 

No Action ‘Must’ will be amended 

 

This section follows the guidance in section 8.2 of the 

Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit 

Schemes, October 2015 

WPD 17.0 Please note the comment in the overview section 

regarding concerns with the fee matrix. 

Agree to amend Cornwall Council has reviewed the proposed Fees and 

has revised the Fee Matrix to align with the Statutory 

Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes. 

 

WPD 18.0 Please include details of the sanctions for Cornwall 

Council as a works promoter. 

No Action KPI Reports are used to manage Cornwall Councils 

contract with our in Term Maintenance contractor.   

WPD 21.1.8 Please confirm the planned arrangements for 

‘extensive testing of systems’, given the move 

to Street Manager. 

No Action Test Permit transactions will be sent between Cornwall 

Council and works promoters to ensure system 

compliance. Cornwall Council will be using Street 

Manager to review and respond to permits.  

WPD Cost Benefit Analysis 

An overview cost benefit analysis was included in the 

consultation sent out by Cornwall; Council. 

This did not include details relating to the calculation of 

the permit fees; however the staffing levels 

calculation is not clear. 

• Number of staff needed to process all permit 

applications = 14.9 FTE 

• Number of staff currently employed to process 

notices = 5.5 FTE 

• Additional Staff needed = 9 FTE 4 

• However the CBA states that 9.2 FTE are needed 

to process the utilities’ permits, which should 

be the work over and above the current noticing 

requirements and it is not clear what proportion of the 

current FTE is for utility works and which is for highway 

works; therefore only the additional FTE can be funded, 

No Action 14.9 FTE staff are required to process all 

permit applications; broken down as 9.2 FTE to process 

permit applications from utility works promoters and 5.7 

FTE to process internal works permit applications submitted 

by the highway authority. 

 

The DfT permit Fees Matrix spreadsheet discounts the costs 

associated with undertaking processes required under 

NRSWA. This works out at around 30% of the overall 

resource required for the permit scheme; therefore 5.5 FTE 

of the 14.9 total FTE required.  

 

In terms of the utility permit applications only, the permit 

fees are set to recover only the time and resource required 

to undertake the additional permit tasks, over an above the 

existing NRSWA. Therefore, the cost of providing 3.2 FTE of 

the staff 9.2 FTE required for utility applications is already 

covered by the Council. The permit fee income will cover: 

• the additional cost of 6 FTE required to carry out the 
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but only for the element related to utility works which 

must be less than 9.2 FTE and cannot include 

Inspections. 

additional tasks required under the permit scheme, 

plus; 

• the utilities share of allowable overheads (e.g. 

software systems, staff training, costs to raise and 

process invoices, accommodation costs, supervision 

and monitoring costs, etc.). 

 

The cost of staff required to process internal works permit 

applications plus current functions required under NRSWA 

will be covered by the Council. 

 

WPD Western Power Distribution has concerns around the 

introduction of an all street permit scheme 

with fees for all streets. 

 

We would also like to make the following points in 

summary; 

• Ensure the scheme is as clear and 

straightforward as possible. 

• Ensure the Street Manager system will fully 

support the requirements of the scheme, as 

some processes may change under Street 

Manager. 

• Take a sensible approach to the new powers 

given by the scheme, and take time to 

understand exactly what those powers actually 

are. Please note that not all Permit Authorities 

have done this. 

• Ensure that the traffic management approval 

process and timelines are reviewed to ensure 

that this process falls into the permit application 

and grant process, and is not separate.  

• Consider carefully the purpose and use of KPIs, 

make them meaningful and use them to track 

the progress of the objectives of the scheme. 

No Action Comments Noted 
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• Communicate openly and frequently with works 

promoters. 

• Apply the scheme with consideration of the 

consequences; safety; environmental; financial; 

disruption; sustainability; quality; for all 

stakeholders. 

• Take time to understand the utilities’ current 

position and issues around delivering works; 

guaranteed standards or service; regulatory 

conditions and incentives; technical 

requirements; customer requirements; asset 

networks. 

 

Western Power Distribution has an excellent working 

relationship with Cornwall Council, and hope 

that this will continue into the future. We will be 

committed to working with you to provide the best 

service to the residents of Cornwall. 

DFT In your introduction you say “This document…………….. 

consistency with the Statutory Guidance and Code of 

Practice (you may wish to clarify which code of practice, 

as the 2008 permit schemes code has been discontinued 

and the Co-Ord for NRSWA is under review). 

Agree to amend  

DFT Your scheme objectives and include in this “Ensure 

parity of treatment for all activity promoters particularly 

between statutory undertakers and highway authority 

works and activities” – however this is not an objective 

it is a regulatory requirement under regulation 40. 

Agree to amend  

DFT 7.5 - Working without a Permit - 7.5.1 It is an 

offence………. You may wish to put which regulation the 

offence occurs in 

Agree to amend  

DFT 13.2 Conditions applied to all Permits ….”Any future 

changes to the conditions text ratified through HAUC 

(England) formal approval process…..” while we will 

Agree to amend  
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discuss and work with HAUC (England) any changes will 

be ours and the statutory guidance issued 15 March 

2015 will be changed. The authority for the conditions 

lies with our statutory guidance. You might want to see 

the paper JAG have just issued.    

DFT 13.4.2 “Where it appears…committed an offence it will 

take action as described in Section 18”. Think it would 

be a good idea to put the regulations in here 

Agree to amend  

DFT 18.1.1   & 18.1.2 It is a criminal offence for a Statutory 

Undertaker. Again I think it would be helpful to refer to 

the regulation rather than referring back to something 

in the document. 

Agree to amend  

DFT You may just wish to read across the document to have 

something in there that future proofs it to cover the 

outcome of the consultation that closed 13 September, 

which is likely to result in consequential amendments to 

documents, the updates to the Co-Ord and the 

introduction of SM. 

No Action Comments Noted 

 


